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Once a hay feeder for Ernst’s beloved Hanoverian

horses, today it’s Hessenland’s hub for wine tastings,

tours, and even some other special events! We have

since upgraded from a hay feeder to a full-fledged

vineyard tasting bar, equipped with fridges, lights,

WIFI, ample seating, and of course, lots of wine!

Although we loved Ernst’s repurposed hay feeder,

our Schatz Winery tastings became so popular that

we were forced to upgrade, though we kept the new

and improved tasting bar modelled to Ernst’s hay

feeder, and still sometimes lovingly refer to it as

Ernie’s Tasting Bar!



Along with wine tastings, the Tasting

Bar has been the host to other great

events, and come warm weather, is a

popular hub for guests to dine among

the vines! The Tasting Bar at

Hessenland is the only opportunity

in Huron County that allows guests

to do tastings or dine right in the

vineyard!
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Picnics have been a very popular

occurrence at the Tasting Bar over

the last couple of years; so much so

that we decided to turn it into an

actual event! Every Wednesday

starting June 29 we welcome guests

to join us for what we are calling

Vinyl in the Vineyard! A BYO-

Blanket event with lots of music,

friends, laughs, and of course, great

food and wine!  We will have pre-

packaged picnics for guests, as well as

our regular menu to be enjoyed

picnic style—or if you prefer a table,

that’s okay too!
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Our Vineyard Dinners and Harvest

Dinners have also been quite the hit

for guests! We host two Vineyard

Dinner events in the summer, one on

July 13th, the other on August 17th,

and then an additional Harvest

Vineyard Dinner come October 22nd.

These are lovely opportunities to

enjoy our wine and dine offerings! 

The events boast a specially chef-

curated menu which includes 4-

courses, each paired with one of our

Schatz wines. These events have

limited spots so we always encourage

guests to go online to purchase their

tickets or call the inn to book their

spots so we can ensure everyone who

wants to join in for the special events

is included. 
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The Tasting Bar has also been the

host to more private events including

some smaller weddings, birthday

parties, family reunions, and

corporate retreats. 

Ernie’s Tasting Bar is the perfect

dining location for a more intimate

setting, or even a more fun, carefree

environment! I’m sure most of you

have seen the gorgeous photos of

meals alongside Hessenland vines,

and those photos were all taken at

our Tasting Bar!


